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Joyroom SA32-CC3 Starry USB-C to USB-C cable, 60W, 1m (white).
Looking for a reliable cable that will provide instant and efficient charging for your devices? The Joyroom SA32 cable is sure to meet your
expectations! Its charging power of 60W means that you can charge even the most demanding devices at an express pace. You will also
successfully use it for data transfer, and its speed of 480 Mbps will enable smooth and fast file transfers. The gentle blue illumination of
the connector will make it easy for you to connect your device after charging in the dark. 
 
Fast charging technology
Forget about the long wait for your devices to fully charge! The Joyroom Starry cable supports fast charging with up to 60 watts of power.
This means you'll renew your MacBook's power up to 60% in as little as an hour. What's more, the smart chip automatically adjusts the
charging parameters to the connected device to prevent damage.
 
Highly durable
The Joyroom cable is designed for durability and long-term use. Its nylon sheath provides excellent protection against damage, bending
or tangling of the cable. Thanks to its reinforced connectors, you can be sure that the cable is ready to meet all the challenges of daily
use.
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	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	SA32-CC3
	Color
	White
	Length
	1 m
	Charging power
	60 W
	Transmission speed
	480 Mbps

Preço:

Antes: € 3.5055

Agora: € 3.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, USB cables, USB-C
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